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• Abstract (300 words):
Recent studies of ageing trend, mostly conducted in the Western countries, have proved that even though the built environment may not necessarily plays the decisive role in affecting mental health, it can have positive impacts on individual mental health by promoting social linkages and social networks among older adults. However, little attention has been paid to Asian cities with relative high density and mix-use urban contexts regarding how the built environment factors relate to depression in elderly people. In Taiwan, statistics showed that the prevalence of depressive disorder in older adults was 35.2%; moreover, with regard to elder people who rely on long-term care facilities, the rate for depressive symptoms was over 50%. Therefore, more empirical studies are needed to explore the possible impacts of urban characteristics on older residents’ mental condition.
This paper intends to focus on Tainan city, the fourth biggest metropolis in Taiwan. We first analyse data from National Health Insurance Research Database to pinpoint the empirical study area where resides most patients who aged over 65, with depressive disorders. Secondly, we explore the relationship between specific attributes of the built environment and elderly individuals who suffer from depression, under different socio-cultural and networking circumstances. The methodology includes database analysis and questionnaire which contains Geriatric Depression Scale, a 30-questions self-report assessment of depressive disorder. The subsequent results will be further proceeded to a correlation analysis. In addition, this paper also aims to propose a set of local evaluative indicators of the built environment for future studies regarding the issue. With an interdisciplinary topic, findings of this paper can provide empirical evidence for planners to rethink how the built environment makes the elderly feel, as well as be aimed at making suggestions for amending the procedures of drawing up city plans from a different point of view.
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